9.1 Agent User Interface

Figure 9.1: Administrator Screen

This is Home page for Administrator. In left panel it shows Control Panel, Agent Management, Agent Configure, Knowledge Configure etc.
This is the Home Page for the Teacher/Tutor Agent. In the Left pane it shows Control Panel, Exam Information, etc.
This is the Home Page for the Student / Trainer Agent. In the Left pane it shows Control Panel, Exam Information, Tutorials etc.
9.2 Auto Question Paper Generation

This is Subject Selection Screen Using Auto Examination Process. It shows that for which subject Faculty/Teacher wants to generate Question Paper.
This is Auto Examination Screen which shows the Subject and the Subject Information like Question types, Total number Of Questions etc.
9.3 Manual Question Paper Generation

This is Manual Question Paper Generation Screen which shows for which Course, Semester, Subject, Date, Time Faculty/Teacher/Expert Agent wants to take exam.
Figure 9.7: Manual Question Paper Student/Learner Result

This is the Manual Question Paper Student/Learner Result Screen which shows the Result of the Student/Learner Agent had given the exam.
9.4 Student Performance & Evaluation

Figure 9.8: Student/Lerner Agent Performance

This is the Student/Lerner Agent Performance screen which shows the report for the Pass/Fail, Questions, Correct Answers and result (Pass, Fail, Skip).
Figure 9.9: Graphical View of Student/Learner Agent Performance

This is the Graphical view of Student/Learner Agent which shows the performance of Student/Learner in the Graphical for the topic and Total Percentage of result.
9.5 YAW System Activities

Figure 9.10: Illegal Screen Activities by Illegal Users

This is the Illegal User Screen which shows that the Illegal Screen captured during the Examination for Student/Learner Agent.